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"fairy tales of the machine age" also exhibited his versatility
in "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs*' (1938), his first
full-length picture, photographed from nearly half-a-million
paintings in sequence, and "Fantasia" (1940), a bold at-
tempt to blend classical music with pictorial and often ab-
stract art*
The content of most motion pictures still was designed for
escape, the majority reflecting the tastes of tired or jaded
adults seeking a never-never land of luxury and melodrama,
sex and sentiment—far less wholesome fare for young movie
addicts than Disney's world and fruitful of dubious social ef-
fects. Irony also lay in the fact that this Hollywood product
increasingly went to markets all over the globe, where it
passed for something it had been designed specifically not to
represent, namely, average American life. Its milieu appeared
not merely one of passion, licit or illicit, interlarded with
gunplay, but also dedicated to glamourizing urban above
small-town or rural civilization, wealth instead of moderate
means, heroes from the leisure classes, Big Business or the
professions rather than from the ranks of agriculture or labor.
Such presentations of life, though no more gravely out of
perspective than those of the theater, were seen daily by many
millions, and to an era of social responsibility these facts
seemed more disturbing than to the mind of the 1920's,
Not surprising, therefore, was the rise in the thirties of two
movements concerned with the cinema's public obligations,
one looking to morality, the other to economic and social
education. Early depression days found Hollywood appar-
ently oblivious of the crisis but pursuing sex themes, started
in the jazz age, into the new medium of sophisticated re-
partee and innuendo made possible by the talkies and adorned
by such talents as those of curvaceous Mae West and sultry
Jean Harlow, This preoccupation with sex was generally
blamed, not upon the public who seemed to like it, but upon
the movie makers, in the main Jewish Americans, The para-
dox of the home-loving Jew with his strong family solidarity

